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NEU x HUST | Online Chinese Short Course 201 
                                                   

Program information 

Ⅰ. Program Object: 

Under the collaboration between Northeastern University and Hanoi University of Science and 

Technology, the online Chinese courses is brought up for HUST current students and alumni. Students 

who have successfully finished the learning tasks of the project will get the official study certificate 

from NEU as offline programs. 

Ⅱ. Teaching Method 

All courses of this project are taught online, and the teaching method of live broadcast + recorded 

broadcast is adopted. The courses are divided into two categories: language learning and cultural 

practice.  

Ⅲ. Training Goals 

 1. To enable students to master the basic theories and basic knowledge of Chinese in a short 

period of time; 

 2. Cultivate students' Chinese language and communication skills; 

 3. To expose students to Chinese culture and understand the conditions of contemporary China. 

Ⅳ.  Programs Description 

* This semester programs will be organized into several classes with different language levels which 

are suitable for registered students, who are accepted to grant the full-scholarship. 

* You can find the HSK test sample and answers for different levels and take the practice test by 

yourself to find your general Chinese level for free.  

Here is a useful Chinese language test Website: http://www.chinesetest.cn/godownload 

http://www.chinesetest.cn/godownload
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越南时间 

GMT +7 

Time 

星期一

MONDAY 

星期二

TUESDAY 

星期三

WEDNESDAY 

星期四

THURSDAY 
星期五FRIDAY 

17:00-17:50 

【直播】

LIVE 

Chinese Chinese  

 

Chinese 

 

 

 

 

  

中国电影赏析 

【直播】/中国

茶艺【录播】/

中国古典乐器 

【录播】 

Chinese Film 

Appreciation 

【Live 

Broadcast】

/Chinese Tea 

Art【Recorded 

Broadcast】

/Chinese 

Classical 

Musical 

Instruments 

【Recorded 

Broadcast】 

 Chinese  

18:00-18:50 

【直播】

LIVE 

开课仪式 

【直播】（首

日）/中国概况

—科技、艺术

、地理、历史

等（第二周） 

Opening 

ceremony for 

the first week, 

introduction of 

China for the 

second week 

中国电影赏析 

【直播】/中国

茶艺【录播】/

中国古典乐器 

【录播】 

Chinese Film 

Appreciation 

【Live 

Broadcast】

/Chinese Tea 

Art【Recorded 

Broadcast】

/Chinese 

Classical 

Musical 

Instruments 

【Recorded 

Broadcast】 

自学复习Self-

study review 

 

中国电影赏析 

【直播】/中国茶

艺【录播】/中国

古典乐器 

【录播】/ 

结课仪式 

【直播】（终） 

Chinese Film 

Appreciation 

【Live Broadcast

】/Chinese Tea 

Art【Recorded 

Broadcast】

/Chinese Classical 

Musical 

Instruments 

【Recorded 

Broadcast】 for 

the first week, 

Closing ceremony 

for the last week 
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< Chinese language learning > 

This course allows students to master the pronunciation, vocabulary, grammatical rules, and the 

sequence and hierarchy of expressions of Chinese through oral teaching, and train students to use 

Chinese in oral communication. The textbook sentences are real and natural, the conversation is short 

and practical, the language points are learned and practiced, the exercises are novel and interesting, and 

the media technology is integrated, which surely bring in perfect environments for students to develop 

Chinese skills and to be able to paticipate in Semester courses. 

< Chinese Cultural practice > 

About China 

One of the characteristic courses of Chinese university MOOC recorded by the teaching team of 

Northeastern University. Combining pictures, videos, cultural short stories and other forms, all aspects 

of Chinese culture are presented to the students in a simple and clear, relaxing and happy manner. The 

teaching content is close to the thinking, study and living habits of international students, covering more 

than 200 knowledge points such as Northeast culture, Chinese geography and history, literature and art, 

science and technology education, medicine and sports. From all aspects of food, clothing, housing, 

transportation, etc., 

Chinese tea art 

The professional tearoom at the Northeastern University cooperation base brings you immersive tea 

ceremony courses. Combining learning, appreciating, and practice, so that everyone can experience the 

essence of Chinese tea ceremony immersively. 

Appreciation of Chinese Movies 

Appreciation of Chinese Film and Television is one of the characteristic courses of Chinese teaching in 

our school. Students appreciate the film clips carefully selected by the teacher, feel the daily real 
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conversations in Chinese films, and, under the guidance of the teacher, learn to understand the language 

and cultural phenomena in the film. 

Chinese classical musical instrument 

Invite well-known teachers and performers of Shenyang Conservatory of Music to give professional 

explanations of Chinese classical music knowledge and instrument performance. The previous courses 

are very popular among students. Please stay for this concert that does not require tickets~ 

In the teaching arrangement, language learning courses are the main in the morning, so that students can 

master the basic knowledge of Chinese systematically and have basic Chinese communication skills; in 

the afternoon, the cultural observation courses are mainly used, and the practical teaching results are 

reported in the form of online observation and student learning effect display. 

 

 


